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Message from the President
Curtis J. Coe, CPG-06240
Fellow Members,
Spring is an exciting time of the year. It is a time for new beginnings
and looking forward to outdoor activities. It is a time.to get together with
friends and family. The executive committee has been hard at work
planning the Ohio Section activities for 2016.
We held our first meeting at Wright State University on February 18,
2016 in Dayton Ohio. We were treated to a tour of the WSU campus and
geology department. The students did an excellent job of planning the
meeting. We had an excellent talk on the hydrogeology and history of the Dayton Area. The
student set up a silent auction and door prizes. I would personally like to thank the WSU student
chapter members of all that they did to make the meeting a great success and fun for all that
attended.
On March 31, 2016 several members again visited with the WSU student chapter as part of the
Ohio Section mentoring program Twenty-two (22) members of the WSU chapter attended an
informal meeting to discuss, geology, jobs, and networking possibilities. The Ohio section
purchased pizza and drinks. I was impressed with the questions and interest in the profession
from each student that attended. I feel that the future of the profession is safe. I hope that when
the students graduate they will continue to be active in AIPG and eventually become the CPGs of
the future.
Our next meeting will be held at OSU Faculty club, on April 11, 2016. We are pleased to
announce that Ty Ferré, Ph.D., professor in the University of Arizona’s Department of Hydrology
and Water Resources will be presenting. The National Ground Water Research and Educational
Foundation selected Dr. Ferré as the 2016 Henry Darcy Distinguished Lecturer. The feature
presentation will be Seeing Things Differently: Rethinking the Relationship between Data
and Models. Dr. Ferré's lecture explores how the practice of hydrology depends on computer
models while at the same time new methods have been adapted or developed for characterizing
and monitoring the subsurface. He notes these two areas have evolved almost completely
independently of one another, but posits a unified approach is needed — designing measurement
methods in the context of numerical analyses that address specific scientific and management
questions.
The executive committee is planning a field trip to study the Point Pleasant/Kope formations along
the Cincinnati Arch. The field trip will take place on May 21, 2016. Dr. Carlton Brett, Professor of
Geology at Cincinnati University will be leading the field trip. As some of you may remember, Dr.
Brett spoke on sequence stratigraphy of the Ordovician rocks during the April 2015 shale
conference in Columbus. This will be an execellent time to get to see the rocks up close and
personal by one of the foremost experts in the field of Ordovician stratigraphy. This will also be an
excellent time to collect Ordovician fossils. Look for the announcements in your e-mail in box.
The OSU student chapter is planning a field trip to the Cleveland Museum of natural history. This
should be a fun and informative field trip for all that plan to attend. The date and time are to be
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announced on the website. As always, please follow the adventures of the Ohio Section on the
website https://www.aipg-ohio.org/ . I hope that each of you will consider posting your comments
and experience on the blog to share with the membership.
Curtis J. Coe, CPG 6240
2016 AIPG Ohio Section President

Calendar of Upcoming Events

APRIL 12

AIPG Ohio Section Spring 2016 Meeting and Dinner Presentation at the
Faculty Club on the Columbus campus of The Ohio State University –
presenter will be Dr. Ty Ferre, University of Arizona and 2016 Henry Darcy
Distinguished Lecturer, www.aipg-ohio.org.

APRIL 21

Ohio Geological Society Lunch Meeting at the Holiday Inn-Worthington –
The Lima-Indiana Oil and natural Gas Field; a Bridge to the Future, by
Chuck Knox, Knox Geological LLC; www.ohgeosoc.org

MAY 21

AIPG Ohio Section Field Trip to Southern Ohio/Northern Kentucky – led by
Dr. Carlton Brett, University of Cincinnati, www.aipg-ohio.org.

SEPTEMBER 10 – 13

AIPG 2016 National Conference at Drury Plaza Hotel, Santa Fe, New
Mexico

NOVEMBER 17

Ohio Section AIPG Annual Meeting and Dinner Presentation - location and
details to be announced. www.aipg-ohio.org
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Ohio Section Spring Meeting and Dinner Presentation
Feature Topic:

Seeing Things Differently: Rethinking the
Relationship between Data and Models

Presented by:

Dr. Ty Ferré, University of Arizona

The Ohio Section of AIPG is pleased to host Ty Ferré, Ph.D., a professor in the University of
Arizona’s Department of Hydrology and Water Resources, at the Section’s Spring Meeting and
Dinner presentation, which will take place on Monday, April 11, 2016 in the North Dining Room
of the Faculty Club on the campus of The Ohio State University, located at 181 Oval Drive
South, in Columbus. Dr. Ferré will be presenting: Seeing Things Differently: Rethinking the
Relationship between Data and Models. The Spring Meeting and Dinner presentation is
sponsored by ALS Environmental.
The event begins at 5:30 pm with social hour, followed by dinner at 6:00, and the feature
presentation at 7:00. Dinner will be buffet-style with two entrees, side dishes, salad, dessert,
and limited drinks (coffee, tea, water).
A cash bar will also be available
for alcoholic and soft drinks. The cost will be $35 for members/guests.

How Seeing Things Differently:
Rethinking the Relationship between Data and Models
by Ty Ferré, Ph.D., University of Arizona
A B S T R AC T
Ferré’s lecture, “Seeing Things Differently: Rethinking the Relationship between Data and
Models,” explores how the practice of hydrology depends on computer models while at the
same time new methods have been adapted or developed for characterizing and monitoring
the subsurface.
He notes these two areas have evolved almost completely independently of one another, but
posits a unified approach is needed — designing measurement methods in the context of
numerical analyses that address specific scientific and management questions. Accordingly, Ferré
will present an integrated overview of the relationships among models, measurements, and
decisions, including:


Discussing what is actually being measured when measurements are made, with a focus
on the large scale from pumping tests to geophysics



Describing how these measurements currently are being merged with models and how this
process could be improved
5
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Covering how hydrogeologists can turn the standard approach to combining
measurements and models around by using models to help identify more informative
measurements



Exploring how the optimal design of a measurement and modeling campaign can, and
should be, driven by the specific practical or scientific questions being asked.

PRESENTER
Dr. Ty Ferré is the 2016 Henry Darcy Distinguished Lecturer by the
National Ground Water Research and Educational Foundation. Dr.
Ferré was selected as the 2016 Henry Darcy Distinguished Lecturer
by the National Ground Water Research and Educational Foundation.
Please
see
the
Darcy
Lecturer
announcement
here: http://www.ngwa.org/Media-Center/press/2015/Pages/2015-0410-darcy-2016.aspx.
Ty Ferré, Ph.D., is a professor in the Department of Hydrology and
Water Resources at the University of Arizona. He received his
bachelor's degree in geophysical engineering from the Colorado School
of Mines and his Ph.D. in Earth sciences from the University of
Waterloo.
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Tr ip to Sout hern Oh io/Nor ther n Ken tuc ky
May 21 , 2016
Field Trip to Southern Ohio/Northern Kentucky
The Ohio Section of AIPG will conduct a field trip on May 21, 2016
to explore the Kope formation on the Cincinnati Arch. The field trip
will be led by Dr. Carlton Brett of the University of Cincinnati. The
focus of this trip will be on the upper Lexington-Point Pleasant and
Kope in the region of northern Kentucky from Cincinnati to the
Maysville, KY area. Topics will likely include:


The Point Pleasant in outcrop near its type area and the lower
Cincinnatian and its two divisions: Edenian and Maysvillian
Stages of North American terminology;



Discussion of meter-to decameter-scale cycle and sequence
stratigraphy in mixed carbonate-shale successions;



Integrated bio-, chemo-, magneto- and sequence stratigraphic
studies;



Climatic and sea level fluctuations, physical and biotic events of
the Late Ordovician up to the Silurian;



Distal expression of the Taconic Orogeny and its aftermath.

Dr. Carlton Brett,
University of Cincinnati

The Executive Committee is currently evaluating meal and transportation options for the trip so
please check www.aipg-ohio.org for more details!
Professor Carlton E. Brett, Ph.D, earned his Ph.D at the University of Michigan in 1978, and that
year accepted a faculty position in Geology at the University of Rochester. He joined the
University of Cincinnati Geology faculty in 1998 and he is presently a University Distinguished
Research Professor. Dr. Brett’s research lies at the interface between paleontology and
sedimentary geology. He is pursuing studies relating to regional and global changes in climate,
sea level, and the carbon cycle to episodes of biotic changes (bioevents) and extinction, as well
as unusual sedimentary deposits. Carl also maintains active research interests in taphonomy
(fossil preservation, paleoecology, especially the evolution of organism interactions such as
predation, and cyclic stratigraphy. He was honored in 2010 with the University’s Rievschl Award.
He has received numerous other honors: including an Alexander von Humboldt Research Prize in
2006; the 2008 Digby McLaren Medal for lifetime achievement in Stratigraphic Paleontology, the
2012 Raymond C. Moore Medal (Outstanding paleontologist) from the Society of Sedimentary
Geology, and the 2013 American Association of Petroleum Geologist Outstanding Educator
Award.
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Projected Field Trip Itinerary:
Meet at Comfort Inn at Cincinnati-Northern Kentucky Airport in Erlanger, Kentucky. Depart for field
trip at 9:00 AM.
Stop 1. Roadcut on US Rte. 50, New Richmond, OH: small gullies show the contact of Point
Pleasant with the Kope Formation (Edenian) and excellent exposures of the basal Kope Fulton
submember in most distal outcrop facies.
Stop 2. Rte 445. Reference section for Kope Formation and for the Edenian Stage of the
Cincinnatian in Cincinnati Area; good overview of Kope cycles, biostratigraphy, event, cycle and
magnetostratigraphy.
Stop 3. AA (Alexandria-Ashland) Highway at Holts Creek Road. Classic section of Point
Pleasant and lower Kope Formation. Outstanding sedimentary structures, fossils and cycles
Stop 4. Cuts along KY Rte. 1159 at AA Highway near Brooksville, KY. Basal Point Pleasant
succession including type section for Locust Creek deformed zone.
Stop 5. Cut along KY Rte. 1951. Spectacularly deformed beds in Devils Hollow Member of
Lexington with probable tidalite facies.
Stop 6. (optional) US 62/68 at Maysville, KY Largest roadcut in Ordovician of Kentucky; nice
overview of middle-upper Kope Formation as well as Fairview and Grant Lake Formations
Participants travel north from Maysville on Rt. 68 towards I-70 and then to Columbus.
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Ohio Section 2016 Winter Meeting and Dinner
Presentation Revisited
Feature Topic:

Boulders, Bedrock, and Brewing Water: How
Geology Has Influenced the History of Dayton

Presented by:

Dr. David Schmidt, Wright State University

The Ohio Section held its 2016 Winter meeting and dinner
presentation in the Berry Room at the Nutter Center on the
campus of Wright State University (WSU) on Thursday,
February 18th. The event was sponsored by In Situ and
ALS Environmental. The event was well attended and
included a diverse mix of professionals, professors, and
approximately 25 students from the WSU Department of Earth
Sciences.
Prior to the dinner, a special tour of the WSU Department of
Earth Sciences at Brehm Lab was led by student chapter
President John Ernst. Dr. David Dominic, the Chair of the
WSU Department of Earth Sciences as well as a professor,
met the group at the start of the tour and provided an update
of department activities.

The tour included stops at a couple
research laboratory rooms where
students were working on various
projects, and discussed their
projects with tour attendees.
Laboratories visited included the
wet chemistry lab, where students
were working on projects involving
nitrates and phosphorus, and the
seismic lab, students were working
on
seismic
reflection
and
interpretation projects.

Dr. David Dominic, Wright State University (left) with
Ohio Section Historian Brent Huntsman in Brehm Lab.
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LEFT - Tour
attendees in the wet
chemistry lab at
Brehm Lab. WSU
student Ashlynn
Boedecker (second
from right) discusses
research on nitrates
and phosphorus.

RIGHT – 3-D seismic
modeling in the WSU
seismic lab.

LEFT – Dr. Doyle R.
Watts (left) with Dr.
David Dominic
discussing the seismic
reflection research
conducted at the lab.
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Prior to dinner, attendees enjoyed a social hour while browsing through raffle and silent
auction items organized by the WSU student chapter members. Raffle items included WSU tshirts, notepads, a backpack, and gift cards to local restaurants. The silent auction consisted
of mineral samples donated to the WSU Department of Earth Sciences by a recently retired
professor. Following the social hour, Sandra-Thomas Fox of In Situ, gave a brief presentation
on groundwater quality and level monitoring instrumentation and invited any interested parties
to stop by her table to check out the variety of equipment she brought to demonstrate.
Dinner included a buffet menu of parmesan crusted chicken, Asian-spiced pork tenderloin,
orzo salad, mixed fresh vegetables, and salad, with assorted desserts. Following dinner Ohio
Section President Curt Coe, delivered the Presidents message. Curt stressed the importance
of building the future of the geologic profession through the mentoring and interaction with the
student Chapters. He pointed out that the WSU students have been the most active in the
state and that the Ohio Section is always looking to do more with the students. Curt also
discussed the recent developments by the Executive Committee to continue with building a
Business Development Committee to organize Section events and work with sponsors.
Following Curt's message, Stacey Hundley (WSU Professor and Student Chapter Advisor) and
the WSU Students drew the winning raffle tickets and distributed the various prizes. John
Ernst, the WSU Student Chapter President, then introduced the guest speaker for the evening,
Dr. David Schmidt. Dr. Schmidt is Director of Undergraduate Programs in the Department of
Earth and Environmental Sciences at Wright State University, where he recruits and advises
undergraduate students, manages adjunct faculty, supervises student research, teaches
classes, coordinates internships, and performs other administrative services.
Dr. David Schmidt,
Wright State
University, presenting
Boulders, Bedrock,
and Brewing Water:
How Geology Has
Influenced the
History of Dayton at
the Winter Meeting.

Dr. Schmidt's presentation, titled Boulders,
Bedrock, and Brewing
Water:
How Geology
Has
Influenced
the
History
of
Dayton,
summarized the history of the Dayton, Ohio area with a focus on the importance of the
different geologic resources that aided in regional economic development. Dr. Schmidt
provided a detailed look at local stratigraphy, which consists of relatively flat -lying Paleozoic
strata, and the extensive use of dolostones of the Dayton Formation for architectural and
engineering applications before concrete became widely available in the 1920's. In addition,
the high-purity limestones of the Brassfield Formation have been an important resource for
concrete manufacturing used for local infrastructure.
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In addition to the bedrock geology, Dr. Schmidt also focused on the importance of the post glacial water ways and regional aquifer situated beneath the Dayton area. He discussed the
affects of the Illinoian and Wisconsinan glacial advances and subsequent retreat on the area.
Of importance was the establishment of many of the modern fluvial systems in the area,
which provided routes for human migration and travel and led to the settlement of the Dayton
area. Local creeks and rivers also provided water for powering mills and factories prior to
electricity, and supported the Miami and Erie Canal.
Dr. Schmidt closed his presentation discussing the the region’s buried preglacial valley. This
Great Miami Buried Valley Aquifer System, which is one of the largest and most
productive aquifer systems in the world, was a determining factor in Dayton’s rise as an
industrial powerhouse during the mid-1900's. Like the Dayton area, even the regional aquifer
was presented with a rich history. The industrial boom in the mid 1900's led to over pumping
and pollution of the aquifer by the 1970s. However, proper management, the advent of
modern environmental laws, and conservation efforts have allowed the aquifer to recover and
to provide a resource that will be available as a key resource for the potential economic
revitalization of the area.
The 2016 Winter Meeting and Dinner Presentation was a tremendously enjoyable event and a
great event to kick off the year for the AIPG Ohio Section. The success of the event was a
direct result of the planning and dedication of the WSU Student Chapter of AIPG and their
advisor, Dr. Stacey Hundley. The Section would like to thank Dr. Hundley and the students for
their efforts! 

The AIPG Ohio Section’s new banner
on display during the Winter Meeting
and Dinner Presentation.
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Pro fessi onal s - St ude nt Forum at Wr igh t State
Un iversi ty
March 3 1, 2016
On March 31, 2016 the AIPG Ohio Section President, Curt
Coe, President Elect Brent Smith, and CPG and former
President Matt Justice visited with the WSU student chapter
as part of the Ohio Section mentoring program. Twenty-two
(22) members of the WSU chapter attended an informal
meeting to discuss, geology, jobs, and networking
possibilities. Curt, Brent, and Matt each made informal
presentations discussing their careers, examples of projects,
and general advice about entering the work force after
graduation. The presentations were followed by pizza and
drinks provided by the Ohio Section, where students engaged
in more one-on-one conversations with the professionals.
Needless to say, the students were very enthusiastic and the
AIPG representatives were impressed with the questions and
interest in the profession from each student that attended.
Special thanks to WSU professor Stacey Hundley and the
excellent student chapter leaders for organizing the event.

Ohio Section Treasurer and
President-Elect Brent Smith
presenting project examples to
WSU geology students.
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ABOVE - Brent Smith presenting a project example of a remedial investigation to
WSU geology students.
BELOW – Twenty-two WSU geology students attended the event.
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Spring has just started and the Wright State University
(WSU) Student Chapter of AIPG has already had an eventful 2016. Prior to their successful
planning and organization of the Ohio Section’s Winter Meeting and Dinner Presentation (see
page 10 of this Newsletter) and participation in the AIPG Professionals-Student Forum on March
31st (page 15), several members of the WSU Student Chapter contributed an article to the AIPG
publication The Professional Geologist. The article is titled Field Trips Connect Geology
Professionals with Students, and discusses the networking benefits realized by geology students
as a result of interaction with professionals during student-organized field trips. In recent years,
the WSU Student Chapter has organized field trip to Hocking Hills State Park (August 2013),
Caesar Creek State Park (April 2014), and Ohio Caverns (August 2015). Contributors to the
article included students Randall Mickle (SA-3171), Paul Downing (SA-4239), Kayla Haman (SA6429), and advisor Dr. Stacey Hundley (MEM-2546). A copy of the article is included in this
Newsletter, beginning on page 20.
The WSU Student Chapter is led by Dr. Stacey Hundley. The WSU Student Chapter of AIPG
officers for the current academic year include the following:

Wright State University Chapter of AIPG, 201 5 – 2016

OFFICERS

President

John Ernst, SA-4819

Vice President

Kayla Haman

Secretary

Erica Strope

Treasurer
Francis Noone, SA-3688
Stacey Hundley, Ph.D., Lecturer, Earth & Environmental Sciences
ADVISOR
Department, MEM-2546
UPCOMING W SU STUDENT CHAPTER EVENTS
February 18, 2016

W inter 2016 Ohio Section Meeting and Dinner Pres entation

Please take a moment and welcome these WSU Student Chapter of AIPG officers and their fellow
student members at a future AIPG event.
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Contributed by: Lienne Sethna, OSU Student Chapter President
On Saturday, March 26, five Ohio State students visited the Cleveland Museum of Natural
History (CMNH) and met with Dr. David Saja. Dr. Saja is the Curator and Head of Mineralogy
at the Museum and was able to show us museum exhibits as well as his lab. The museum
collection was extremely impressive, and Dr. Saja was able to provide even more information
on some of the minerals as well as some “behind the scenes” facts on the organization of the
displays. In Dr. Saja’s lab, we were able to see the museum’s extremely large mineral and
rock collection as well as learn about the work Dr. Saja did at the natural history museum, the
art museum, and at Case Western Reserve University. Dr. Saja emphasized the importance of
collaboration in research, job finding, and higher education. We learned that there truly are
limitless applications of geology and pursuing our passions can take the form of many different
kinds of opportunities.
After the museum, the student chapter was able to enjoy a wonderful lunch in Little Italy,
where we were able to talk about our future plans and our experiences with geology thus far.
Funding for the trip was provided by the AIPG Ohio Section, so on behalf of the entire Student
Chapter at OSU, I would like to say thank you for your generosity and your contribution to our
education.
The Ohio State University’s (OSU’s) Student Chapter of AIPG has provided the Newsletter with
a listing of officers as well as a preliminary schedule of activities for the 2015-2016 academic year.

The Ohio State Unive rsity Chapter of AIPG, 201 5 – 2016
OFFICERS

ADVISOR

President

Lienne Sethna

Vice President

Benjamin Holt

Treasurer

Alexander von Clausburg

Karen Royce, Ph.D., Academic Counselor and Staff Assistant, College of Arts
and Sciences, School of Earth Sciences, MEM-0330

Please take a moment and welcome these OSU Student Chapter of AIPG officers and their fellow
student members at a future AIPG event.
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Innovations in Water Monitoring

Remote Monitoring Solutions
Integrate In-Situ instruments, telemetry systems, and data services for secure access to your water level and water quality
data anytime, anywhere. Reduce risk and save money with real-time feedback on all of your water monitoring sites.

Data Services:
•

Organize multiple projects and instruments
in one cloud-based location with HydroVu™
Data Services.

•

Quickly find and recognize sites, and
instantly view, download, and share data
with the VuSitu™ Mobile App.

Mobile data access

•

Use your existing smartphone or tablet –
no need for expensive, bulky handheld
computers to read your sensors.

Solar Powered

Wireless Telemetry:

Data Services

The data you need, how you want it.
https://in-situ.com

Wireless Telemetry

In-depth data analysis

Battery Powered
5 Year Life

Tube
300R

Cube
300R

Tube
300S

Connect 1 device

•

Economical and secure wireless monitoring
systems for real-time site feedback.

•

In-device alarms, plus automated data,
barometric pressure compensation,
tampering, and malfunction alerts.

•

Compact designs for optional in-well or
networking, depending on your unique
monitoring deployment.

Cube
300S

Connect up to 5 devices

Instruments

Water Monitoring
Instruments:

RDO
PRO-X

Rugged
TROLL

Level
TROLL

Aqua
TROLL 100

Aqua
TROLL 200

Aqua
TROLL 400

Aqua
TROLL 600

smarTROLL
MP and RDO

•

Accurate, reliable, titanium water level data
loggers for any project or budget.

•

Easy-to-use water quality handhelds
with mobile device technology for
groundwater sampling.

•

Long-term monitoring probes with
extended battery life and stable
sensor technology.

Choose from a variety of water monitoring solutions available for rent or purchase.

W W W. I N - S I T U. CO M / A I P G - O H I O

Total Solution. | Easy Integration. | Full Support.

614-416-7588 • www.pathwayscu.com
Six locations in Central Ohio to serve you!
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Letters to the Editor and Editorial Submittal Guidelines
The Ohio Section welcomes and encourages membership discourse via the Section
newsletter on relevant geopolitical and geological topics, in accordance with our chartered
purpose. Contributing authors are requested to abide by the following guidelines to ensure
civility and professionalism.
1.

Scientific interpretations should include accurate and effective references.

2. Opinion pieces should be presented with reasoning. Fellow members may choose to
comment or challenge a submittal with their own contribution.
3. Authors must abide by the AIPG Code of Ethics. Any author who violates this code
will not be published. Authors must be respectful to fellow members, all political parties,
officials and candidates.
4.

Letters to the Editor should be under one page in 12 pt. Arial font.

5.

Member authors should provide their name and certification number.

6. The Ohio Section also welcomes and will consider relevant articles from non-members,
provided contributions abide by the above stated guidelines.
Contributions to the Ohio Section newsletter do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the
Ohio Section or the editor. We reserve the right to edit for clarity and space considerations.
Please send submittals to the editor at tbrown@gtenvironmental.com.
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